The Three Legacies
of Tasmanian Regional Arts
There exists a legacy from us to ourselves – Louis Jouvet

Legacy is big: big things,
important things, heritage,
inheritance. But viewed this
way, “legacy” is too abstract,
too intangible, almost
unattainable.
Legacy isn’t just an abstract.
The legacy we leave –
individually, or as a community,
or as an organisation like
Tasmanian Regional Arts – is
accumulated across years,
decades, of work, and it is
what, ultimately, we hold in our
hands. It is particular, precious,
personal and it is intimate. It
isn’t an abstract.

A Brief History of
Tasmanian Regional Arts
Tasmanian Regional Arts was born some 70
years ago in Burnie, facilitated by a core with an
interest in community based arts activity. At the
same time, Dorothy Helmrich and a group of likeminded folk in NSW were working to develop Arts
Councils in NSW. Ultimately the level of interest
grew and resulted in the formation of the Arts
Council of Australia based around the English Arts
Council model.
The movement spread across Australia. Regional,
rural and remote communities came on board,
with branch and regionally based organisations
passionate about supporting arts based activity
beyond the larger centres and capital cities. In
Tasmania, theatre, visual arts, film, writing, dance
and diverse cultural activities were toured and
showcased, widely supported by an enthusiastic
volunteer base utilising school, church and town
halls, local theatres and indeed private homes.
The organisation has always run on a meagre
budget in comparison to some other states,
sustained by much in-kind and strong community
support, and key to the success of TRA has always
been the enthusiasm it generated in communities
all across the state. TRA connected over 40
branches and affiliate groups, bound together by
a common passion for the arts. Varied and diverse
as they have always been, they have shared one
constant commonality: a desire to engage with
their neighbours, to bring people together, to
build community, and – importantly – to do it at
whatever level people wanted.

Yes, branches have waxed and waned according
to local interest, but several core branches
remained active across all seven decades of TRA,
and when a branch has disappeared, frequently
some other model, some other facility has
developed over time to meet the needs of the
local community.
Volunteers initially fulfilled the administrative
work required and, even with the engagement
of staff and increasing professionalisation of
the organisation, volunteers have remained
key to the existence, operation and success
of TRA. Indeed, it has always been a two-way
street: Executive Officers and project staff have
supported and assisted branches in resourcing
their projects across the board, whilst grassroots branches and members have freely
supported the organisation with their passion
and benefited from the organisation in being able
to better realise their passions.
A management board – later the State Executive
Committee – emerged to oversee and support
branch activity, both inspirationally and
practically. Funding opportunities and grants
programs were made available, stabilising the
financial base and enabling project, youth and
regional development officers to be appointed to
develop, support and deliver activities across the
state.

Over the last 15 years TRA has been strongly
supported by governments at Federal and State
level through Arts Tasmania and the Australia
Council. The establishment of three regionally
based part-time development officers (“RADOs”)
expanded the level and range of support available
to individual artists, communities and branches
across the TRA “family”.

Changes in funding priorities and government
budgets have had their knock-on effect on TRA,
leading to the loss of the RADOs, the scaling
down of the organisation and the eventual
decision to close the organisation. Yet through
all these vagaries, the local branches, the artists,
audiences and lovers of the arts, local businesses,
much in-kind support, and community spirit
have embraced opportunity, generated projects,
worked miracles, and continually enriched
communities right across Tasmania.
So, what IS left behind?
Here are some reflections on the Three Legacies
of Tasmanian Regional Arts.

THINGS
In many ways, the history of TRA is a history of
beginnings …
Launceston’s much-loved Junction Arts Festival
had its start as a one-off adjunct to the Regional
Arts Australia Conference in 2010. But it was
loved, embraced, and lives on as a vital part of
Launceston’s edgy arts scene, and a welcome
and heart-warming Autumn festival. (TRA,
through the Launceston Arts Council, was also
there at the birth of Launceston’s Festivale,
now one of Tasmania’s premier summer events.)
Other communities hosting the RAA annual
conference continue the practice of staging a local
arts festival, inspired by the example of TRA’s
Junction Festival.

Over thirteen years ago “Choral Island”, an event
with a strong community-base, first appeared on
the scene. TRA was there at the start, supporting
the development of this event that would evolve
into the enormously successful and much-loved
Festival of Voices.
Many many more beginnings – and successful
endings! – were made possible through another
important function of TRA: the Regional Arts
Fund (RAF). TRA started delivering this program
in Tasmania when it was given to Regional Art
Australia in 2001. In the last 4 year funding period
alone (July 2012 – June 2016) TRA rolled-out
$572,220 in grants, distributed across all corners
of the State from the islands Bruny, King, Cape
Barren, Flinders, and the Tasman Peninsular; from
our coastal towns along the North-West, West
Coast and East Coast; to our central areas and
larger cities of Launceston and Hobart.
TRA ensured the RAF program remained relevant
and accessible, whilst upholding excellence and
best practice principals in the Arts Industry. The
data reflected a strong and ever growing number
of submissions to the RAF program in Tasmania
and indeed we were consistently receiving one of
the highest number of submissions for the RAF
program in Australia. As TRA closes down we have
handed over a program with all due acquittals
completed, which is testimony to an organisation
that worked closely with their applicants to
support them and see through all the obligations
required, and again one of the highest acquittal
success rates in Australia.

The Tasmanian Portrait Prize started life as an
idea tossed about over lunch at Wrest Point. TRA
was the go-to organisation to make it happen, and
it did. Aimed at artists under 30 and established
through a partnership between TRA, RACT and
Clemenger, the Prize is now in its 10th year, and
is a recognised part of Tasmanian emerging youth
arts scene.

They are just a few examples. They demonstrate
how TRA sought to work in the community.
It never saw itself as the owner of projects. It
supported and empowered branches, people and
events to find their own feet, make their own way,
grow their own work appropriate to their own
communities.

Festivals and many other works of regional and
community art aren’t really about what’s in them
– they are about the communities they exist
within. So TRA supported festivals and projects
large and small to celebrate their communities
for all sorts of reasons – not just artistic, but also
agricultural, mechanical, culinary, historical. The
work is about the communities that make it. Each
reflects the other, and through their support TRA
empowered both.
All through Sheffield and the Kentish community,
all along the main street of Deloraine, and wound
round the decorated poles of Lilydale you see
the legacy of TRA. It brought communities
together and – it isn’t too grand a claim to say
– emboldened them to champion their cultural
identity in great ways, small ways, but always in
their own ways.

PEOPLE
TRA was always both as a formal legal entity and
a network of passionate people.
A conversation:

Why? Why do people do it? Well, they do because
they get back ten-fold (more?) what they put
in – the buzz of activity, the satisfaction of
achievement, the camaraderie, the sense of
wellbeing … the sense of being part of something
bigger. Community. Belonging.

Q: How many times would you have used your 		 So there’s the benefit of personal satisfaction.
There’s the benefit of belonging.
ute to do stuff for TRA?
A: I couldn’t count how many. But it’s not 		
about that. I got more out of TRA than I ever
gave to it. Look at what I got out of it. My
health! My well-being! I got so much more out
than I even put in.
Tens of thousands of volunteer hours have gone
into projects run under the umbrella of TRA and
its branches and affiliates. Volunteers and their
labour have ensured the success of community
arts activities all across Tasmania. How do we
quantify the actual figure? Who ever counts,
really?
Some people belonged to several branches. They
looked about their larger region and thought,
“There’s something I can do there. And there’s
stuff that interests me over there …”.

This sense of belonging, of every member and
branch being essential parts of a dynamic whole,
was enhanced by such initiatives as the TRA
state conferences, which brought together
branches and cultural practitioners across
the state. Similarly, Tactics magazine enabled
communication and exchange of activities and
achievements amongst branches across Tasmania.
And beyond our shores, travel subsidies offered
through TRA enabled Tasmanians from all walks
of life to engage in national conferences and
activities and connect with cultural practitioners
across the country.
But if all this “belonging” stuff sounds too
nebulous, there’s also the very practical benefit
derived by many of empowerment.

Things happen because people want them to
happen. TRA was always a service organisation,
not a producer. It supported, it empowered, but
it didn’t “do it for you”. People learnt they had
to do it for themselves. (And TRA helped them
discover HOW they could do it for themselves.)
Most importantly – again with the support and
guidance of TRA – people learnt that they CAN do
it for themselves.

ACTIONS
Of course it isn’t all roses. The demise of TRA is a
real loss that we can’t just gloss over. What has
been lost is the service. The back-up. Who now
will back-up those individuals and communities
that have the glowing idea, and the passionate
drive to see it through … but just don’t have the
necessary information.

Take the example of the West Tamar Art Group,
a TRA branch. Initially led by local artist Robyn
Barnett, this organisation has been a model for
working hand-in-glove with local government
and local industry. WTAG got local council
to institute a bienniel acquisitive sculpture
prize. It then worked with wineries in the
West Tamar Valley to host the sculpture
exhibition and to market the region as
a tourist destination. This the greatest
achievement WTAG boasts, yet it is only one
of many smaller arts and cultural activities
that fill the WTAG calendar.
Enterprising examples of this kind can
be observed all over the state. People
recognising opportunity, thinking laterally,
learning how to talk to and work with
government and business, and creating something
strong, popular, successful and enduring. And it
isn’t just the “thing” that the WTAGers can be
proud of – it’s their own achievement in making it
happen.
The knowledge, skills and confidence acquired
by individuals and branches – that’s a legacy, as
tangible as a box of archive files, and as valuable
as the ongoing Junction Arts Festival.
Over seventy years, directly and through its
programs, TRA has engaged with innumerable
people (including staff, of course) who have
gained skills, enjoyed development opportunities
and benefited from life changing experiences that
have then fed into the cultural fabric of Tasmania
through a lifelong commitment to the arts.
None of this is abstract. It is intimate, personal,
precious and real. It will benefit the Tasmanian
community long into the future.

To give a very simple example: you’ve recognised
that your community would respond positively to
a paper-crafts workshop. There’s the idea. You’ve
got a gang of great volunteers ready to help setup, advertise, run, cater, administer the project.
There’s the passion. But what you don’t have is a
tutor to run the actual workshop. And you don’t
know how to find such a person. Who you gonna
call? Well, not TRA …
Except, of course, in a way you can. Many
branches still exist, now reorganised as
incorporated associations. The old TRA branches
are taking steps towards their own independent
continued existence. Taking responsibility for
themselves, their organisation, finances and
activities. Even the costly business of securing
appropriate insurance is being addressed in
creative ways. Branches are finding other
branches or like-minded local organisations to
jointly secure reasonably priced insurance.

And of course “the network” still exists. People
are still sharing information. It may take an extra
email or phone-call or two, but you will find your
paper-crafts tutor.

An office doesn’t make community. Even a branch
doesn’t make community. TRA was its branches,
and the branches were always the members. TRA
was always the passionate people in it.

The collective memory focuses on the big
successes and the great things that happened.
But perhaps the greatest thing, the biggest
success of all for TRA, is the enduring legacy of
people who care.

Exhibitions are still being hung. Concerts are still
being played. Things are still happening and will
continue to happen, because people have been
empowered. People make things happen. You
can’t stop people connecting.
Robert Jarman, with enormous and generous
assistance from Lee Cole, Greg Leong, Lynne
Price and Josie Chapman.
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